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Data science is fast becoming a richer and more varied working field, ranging from research and development all the way through to commercial applications in a wide range of settings and industries. Data science is far from being a single, well-defined discipline. Instead, it is a combination of different specialisations and practices.

For newcomers to the field navigating this vast ecosystem may be a daunting task and getting some perspective may help understand the challenges and opportunities in the field. In this talk we will cover some of the ingredients that make data science an exciting area of work within a business context.

We will take this opportunity to look at ways of working and best practices that successful teams employ and adapt to their needs. Examples of coming from the speaker's own work will be provided, giving us a chance to explore the interdependence between data science and other subject matter experts such as those working in development, devops, business SMEs, data visualisation and more.
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